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Abstract
The pursuit system has the ability to perform predictive control of eye movements. Even when the
target motion is unpredictable due to velocity or direction changes, preceding changes in eye velocity are
generated based on weighted averaging of past stimulus timing. However, it is still uncertain whether
behavioral history influences the control of predictive pursuit. Thus, we attempted to clarify the influences
of stimulus and behavioral histories on predictive pursuit to randomized target velocity. We used
alternating-ramp stimuli, where the rightward velocity was fixed while the leftward velocity was either
fixed (predictable) or randomized (unpredictable). Predictive eye deceleration was observed regardless of
whether the target velocity was predictable or not. In particular, the predictable condition showed that the
predictive pursuit responses corresponded to future target velocity. The linear mixed-effects model showed
that both stimulus and behavioral histories of the previous two or three trials had influences on the
predictive pursuit responses to the unpredictable target velocity. Our results suggest that the predictive
pursuit system allows to track randomized target motion using the information from previous several trials,
and the information of sensory input (stimulus) and motor output (behavior) in the past time sequences
have partially different influences on predictive pursuit.
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Introduction
Smooth pursuit eye movements allow us to continuously hold a moving object on or near the fovea,
resulting in high visual acuity for the target. In general, the human oculomotor system requires
approximately 100 ms from the onset of target motion to the onset of eye movement (Carl and Gellman
1987; Leigh and Zee 2015), and this delay can lead to a loss of visual information because visual acuity
declines as the target moves from the fovea to the retinal periphery (Jacobs 1979). To overcome the inherent
delay, the oculomotor system has the ability to perform predictive feedforward control of eye movements
(Fiehler et al. 2019; Kowler et al. 2019). When the timing of onset/offset or directional changes of the target
motion is predictable, preceding eye velocity is generated according to future visual motion (Barnes 2008;
Fukushima et al. 2013). Such predictive pursuit responses are thought to be pre-programmed (Barnes et al.
2005; Barnes and Schmid 2002), and its timing and scale can be built up with repeated trials (Barnes and
Schmid 2002; Chakraborti et al. 2002; Collins and Barnes 2005).
Predictive pursuit is known to occur even when the timing of onset/offset or directional change of
visual motion is randomized, and the timing of onset of the predictive pursuit is influenced by the history
of previous trials (Heinen et al. 2005; de Hemptinne et al. 2013). Several studies have demonstrated that
the effect of stimulus history on the onset of predictive pursuit does not depend solely on the most recent
trial, but is determined by sequence of several previous trials, like the branches of a tree (Badler and Heinen
2006; de Hemptinne et al. 2010). Moreover, other studies have demonstrated that the timing of onset of
predictive pursuit to visual motion with the randomized timing of directional changes is quantitatively
associated with the ramp duration of previous trials, and the influence of previous trials on the predictive
pursuit declines progressively as the previous trial retracts into the past (Barnes and Collins 2011, 2015;
Collins and Barnes 2009). Taken together, the stimulus information of previous trials appears to be
continuously averaged and used to determine the timing of onset of predictive pursuit to visual motion with
the randomized timing.
Eye velocity is an important component of predictive smooth pursuit, as well as the timing of onset.
Although predictive eye velocity is regulated according to predictable velocity of future target motion
(Boman and Hotson 1992; Heinen et al. 2005; Jarrett and Barnes 2002), it is still uncertain whether the
strategy of weighted averaging of the past stimulus information is applied to predictive pursuit to target
motion with the randomized velocity as it does for the randomized timing. For predictive pursuit of
randomly timed stimuli, a model of ocular pursuit described by previous studies has proposed that a
continual estimation of the timing of onset of future target motion is constructed by weighted averaging of
stimulus history and retained in a form of working memory to initiate predictive pursuit (Barnes and Collins
2011; Fukushima et al. 2013). This model is supported by fMRI studies that show an activity of the
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dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), which is associated with working memory (Goldman-Rakic 1991),
during smooth pursuit to predictable target motion (Burke and Barnes 2008a; Schmid et al. 2001).
Considering the behavioral evidence that the velocity of predictive pursuit is built up with repeated trials
(Barnes and Schmid 2002; Chakraborti et al. 2002; Collins and Barnes 2005), the information of target
velocity may be retained in working memory as well. However, unlike the timing of onset, the velocity of
predictive pursuit can also be modulated by open-loop gain. The frontal eye field (FEF) is known to play a
role in the control of open-loop gain (Tanaka and Lisberger 2001). A recent study has demonstrated that the
gain control of FEF is modulated by the combination of behavior on previous trials and current visual
information during the initial phase of smooth pursuit (Darlington et al. 2018). It has been demonstrated
that the smooth pursuit gain is updated for each trial depending on whether observers have performed
smooth pursuit in previous trials or not (Tabata et al. 2008). Although the above studies are not about
predictive pursuit, it is suggested that behavioral history influences the eye velocity of predictive pursuit.
Therefore, we hypothesized that the stimulus (i.e., velocity of target motion) and behavioral (i.e., pursuit
responses) histories affect the eye velocity of predictive pursuit, and this study was designed to clarify, in
a quantitative sense, the influence of both histories on the predictive pursuit to visual motion with
randomized velocity.

Materials and Methods
Observers.
The observers were 12 adults (3 women, 9 men, mean age: 23.6 [SD: 1.3] years old) and they reported
having normal or corrected to normal vision and no known visuomotor deficits. The observers were
diagnosed neither with stereoscopic problem nor strabismus. All the observers gave written informed
consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All the protocols were approved by the Research
Ethics Committee at the Faculty of Health and Sport Sciences, University of Tsukuba.

Apparatus.
The observers sat 57 cm in front of a CRT monitor (22-inch, RDF223G, Mitsubishi, refresh rate: 60
Hz, spatial resolution: 800 × 600 pixels, background luminance: 60 cd/m2) with head stabilized by a chin
rest and a forehead restraint. Eye movements from the right eye were detected using a video-based eye
tracking system (Matsuda et al. 2017; Miyamoto et al. 2020; Ono et al. 2019). The eye position signals
detected by the system were digitized at 1 kHz with 16-bit precision using CED-Micro 1401 hardware
(Cambridge Electronic Designs, Cambridge, England). Prior to the task, the eye position signals were
calibrated by requiring the observers to fixate a target spot (diameter of 0.3 deg) at known horizontal and
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vertical eccentricities in binocular viewing condition. The target consisted of a white Gaussian dot (SD:
0.15 deg) on a uniform black background. All the visual stimuli were generated by Psychophysics Toolbox
extensions on MATLAB (Mathworks, MA, US).

Procedure.
The target moved horizontally with constant velocity over a distance of 24 deg in an irregular
triangular waveform (alternating-ramp). The rightward target velocity was always 16 deg/s, while the
leftward velocity was one of seven (4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 deg/s). The position at which the target would
reverse was always indicated to the observers by arrows. The observers were instructed to track the target
as accurately as possible. The task consisted of predictable and unpredictable conditions, the order of which
was randomized among the observers. In the predictable condition (Fig. 1 blue lines), one of the seven
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Fig. 1. Triangular smooth pursuit of a small-diameter target moving horizontally. The target moved to the right at
16 deg/s and then reversed to the left at one of seven velocities. The upper part of each panel represents the
target and eye position, and the lower part represents the target and eye velocity. The gray lines represent
the target position and velocity. The blue lines represent the eye position and velocity in the predictable
condition in which a single target velocity to the left was repeated within a block. The red lines represent
the eye position and velocity in the unpredictable condition in which the target velocity to the left was
randomized. Upward deflections show rightward eye motion.
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speeds was repeated 30 times within a block, the order of the seven velocities was randomized, and there
was a one-minute interval between each block. In the unpredictable condition (Fig. 1 red lines), the seven
velocities were presented randomly within one block. Each block for the unpredictable condition consisted
of 49 trials (7 velocities × 7 trials), and 5 blocks were conducted with one-minute intervals. Prior to
the
task, the observers practiced by performing 21 trials following the presentation method of each
condition.

Eye movement recordings and analysis.
Eye velocity and acceleration were generated by digitally differentiating the position arrays using the
central difference algorithm in Matlab (Mathworks, MA, US). Velocity and acceleration data were filtered
using an 80-point finite impulse response (FIR) digital filter with a 30 Hz passband. Saccades were
identified according to a criterion of acceleration of 1000 deg/s and linear interpolation was applied to fill
the gaps left by the removed saccades. Because oscillatory fluctuations remained in the eye velocity traces
after the above filtering, a moving average was applied over a 40 ms window (Fig 2).
The predictive pursuit for each trial was evaluated when the target reversed from the right to left. First,
the eye deceleration onset was defined as the timing when the eye velocity fell below a threshold calculated
as 80% of the average of the eye velocities of all the trials in the steady-state phase (700-500 ms before the
target reversal). Second, the timing of eye reversal was defined as the timing when the eye velocity fell
below 0 deg/s. Third, the mean eye deceleration was calculated as the average of eye acceleration between
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Fig. 2. A sample trial near the timing of target reversal. The y-axis on the left represents the velocity, which
corresponds to the eye velocity after filtering (30 Hz, light green solid line), the eye velocity with moving
average applied (40-ms window, dark green solid line), the target velocity (gray solid line), and the
threshold to detect the onset of predictive pursuit (gray dotted line). The y-axis on the right corresponds to
the eye acceleration (dark green dotted line). The yellow shade represents the time that the mean eye
deceleration was calculated. Time of 0 ms represents the timing of target reversal. Upward deflections show
rightward eye motion.
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the eye deceleration onset and the timing of eye reversal. The above evaluation methods for predictive
pursuit are summarized in Fig 2.
Trials in which the eye deceleration onset was earlier than -300 ms relative to the timing of target
reversal were excluded. Most of the excluded trials involved a preceding saccade to the position where the
target reverses. Based on this criteria, 139 (5.5%) out of a total of 2520 trials for the predictable condition
and 179 (6.1%) out of a total of 2940 trials for the unpredictable condition were excluded. In addition, the
first five trials of each block were removed and then the mean value of each variable was calculated
according to the target velocity in both conditions.

Results
Predictable condition.
Figure 3 shows averaged traces of pursuit eye velocity for each target velocity from a representative
observer. The eye velocity started to decay prior to the target reversal, indicating that the observer
performed predictive pursuit for the future target motion. One-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) with
repeated measures using the target velocity in the left direction as the independent variable showed that all
of the eye deceleration onset, the timing of eye reversal, and the mean eye deceleration varied according to
the target velocity (the eye deceleration onset: F6,66 = 9.04, p = 3.29 × 10-7, partial η2 = 0.45, Fig. 4A; the
timing of eye reversal: F6,66 = 50.59, p = 8.34 × 10-23, partial η2 = 0.82, Fig. 4B; the mean eye deceleration:
F6,66 = 3.47, p = 4.8 × 10-3, partial η2 = 0.24, Fig. 4C). Moreover, within-subjects correlation coefficient,
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Fig. 3. Averaged traces of pursuit eye velocity for each target velocity in the predictable condition from a
representative observer. The colors of each eye velocity trace correspond to the seven target velocities
(same as Fig. 1) and gray lines represent the target velocities. Time of 0 ms represents the timing of target
reversal. Upward deflections show rightward eye motion.
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showed that the timing of eye reversal was associated closely with the target velocity (r = -0.90, p = 1.38 ×
10-27) compared to the eye deceleration onset (r = -0.67, p = 1.33 × 10-10) and the mean eye deceleration (r
= -0.46, p = 4.49 × 10-5). It appears that the predictive pursuit for the predictable target velocity is well
reflected in the timing of eye reversal that is the result of control of both the eye deceleration onset and the
mean eye deceleration. To corroborate this, we fitted a liner mixed-effects model of the timing of eye
reversal with the eye deceleration onset and the mean eye deceleration as fixed effects, and individual
intercept as the random effect [formula: the timing of eye deceleration ~ the eye deceleration onset + the
mean eye deceleration + (1|observer)]. The result showed that both the eye deceleration onset and the mean
eye deceleration had the significant fixed effects on the timing of eye deceleration (the eye deceleration
onset: estimate ± SE = 0.690 ± 0.011, t2374 = 63.90, p < 0.01; the mean eye deceleration: estimate ± SE =
0.595 ± 0.011, t2374 = 55.10, p < 0.01), and the adjusted coefficient of determination (adjusted R2) was 0.68.

Unpredictable condition.
Predictive pursuit responses were observed even in the unpredictable condition, but they did not
correspond to the future target velocity (the eye deceleration onset: F6,66 = 1.93, p = 0.09, partial η2 = 0.15,
Fig. 5A; the timing of eye reversal: F6,66 = 1.64, p = 0.15, partial η2 = 0.13, Fig. 5B; the mean eye
deceleration: F6,66 = 0.54, p = 0.78, partial η2 = 0.05, Fig. 5C). As with the predictable condition, the linear
mixed-effects model showed that the timing of eye reversal was determined by two other indices (the eye
deceleration onset: estimate ± SE = 0.627 ± 0.011, t2483 = 55.98, p < 0.01; the mean eye deceleration:
estimate ± SE = 0.474 ± 0.010, t2483 = 46.89, p < 0.01. adjusted R2 = 0.62). Therefore, to examine the
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Fig. 4. Predictive pursuit responses for the predictable condition. A: Eye deceleration onset relative to the target
reversal as a function of target velocity. B: Timing of eye reversal relative to the target reversal as a function
of target velocity. C: Mean eye deceleration as a function of target velocity. The gray circles and lines
represent values of each observer and black circles and lines represent mean values of all the observers.
Error bars indicate 1SE.
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influence of stimulus and behavioral histories on the predictive pursuit to visual motion with randomized
velocity, we used the timing of eye reversal as the representative index of predictive pursuit. A total of 15
linear mixed-effects models were set up with the timing of eye reversal in the current trial as the dependent
variable and the target velocity (stimulus) and the timing of eye reversal (behavior) from the most recent
trial (n-1) to before the 5th trial (n-5) as the independent variables, and individual intercept as the random
effect. These models included those in which each history alone was incorporated into the model and those
in which both were incorporated. Based on the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), the model that
incorporated the stimulus and behavioral histories up to before the 5th trial was adopted (Table 1 Model
15). In the model, the significant fixed effects were found for the stimulus history of the n-2 (estimate ± SE
= -0.423 ± 0.085, t2447 = -4.98, p = 6.8 × 10-7) and n-3 trials (estimate ± SE = -0.215 ± 0.085, t2447 = -2.52,
p = 0.01), and for the behavioral history of the n-1 (estimate ± SE = 0.086 ± 0.019, t2447 = 4.52, p = 6.4 ×
10-6) and n-2 trials (estimate ± SE = 0.101 ± 0.019, t2447 = 5.41, p = 7.0 × 10-8).

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to clarify the influences of stimulus and behavioral histories on the
predictive pursuit to target motion with randomized velocity using triangular target motion (alternatingramp) stimuli. The target moved to the right at 16 deg/s and then reversed to the left at one of seven
velocities. For the predictable condition in which a single target velocity to the left was repeated within a
block, the predictive pursuit (eye deceleration) preceded the target reversal, as in previous studies (Barnes
and Schmid 2002; Boman and Hotson 1992; Heinen et al. 2005; Kao and Morrow 1994). The eye
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Fig. 5. Predictive pursuit responses for the unpredictable condition. A: Eye deceleration onset relative to the target
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represent values of each observer and black circles and lines represent mean values of all the observers.
Error bars indicate 1SE.
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deceleration onset and the mean eye deceleration varied dependent on the target velocity, and the
timing of eye reversal reflected these predictive pursuit responses. Although predictive pursuit was
observed even in the unpredictable condition in which the target velocity to the left was randomized, the
responses did not correspond to the future target velocity. The predictive pursuit responses in the
unpredictable condition appeared to converge to the intermediate values observed in the predictable
condition. Such a centering strategy has been shown in previous studies using velocity randomization
(Heinen et al. 2005) and timing randomization (Collins and Barnes 2009), and it appears to be effective in

Table 1. Linear mixed-effects models with the timing of eye reversal in the current trial (n) for the unpredictable
condition
Variable

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

Model 5
Estimate SE

(Intercept)

24.633

3.488

31.357

3.841

35.745

4.189

36.330

4.502

37.687

4.766

Stimulus (n-1)

-0.023

0.082

-0.094

0.083

-0.100

0.083

-0.099

0.083

-0.097

0.083

-0.348

0.084

-0.398

0.086

-0.399

0.086

-0.395

0.086

-0.219

0.084

-0.225

0.086

-0.227

0.086

-0.030

0.084

-0.045

0.086

-0.073

0.084

Stimulus (n-2)
Stimulus (n-3)
Stimulus (n-4)
Stimulus (n-5)
AIC

Variable
(Intercept)
Behavior (n-1)

24534.518

24519.286

24514.472

24516.346

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

Model 9

Model 10

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

21.897

2.948

19.448

2.635

18.744

2.568

18.479

2.566

18.152

2.555

0.099

0.019

0.089

0.018

0.091

0.019

0.089

0.019

0.088

0.019

0.106

0.018

0.102

0.018

0.102

0.019

0.100

0.019

0.032

0.019

0.030

0.019

0.027

0.019

0.018

0.019

0.016

0.019

0.025

0.019

Behavior (n-2)
Behavior (n-3)
Behavior (n-4)
Behavior (n-5)
AIC

Variable

24517.596

24420.771

24298.858

24230.987

24172.694

Model 11

Model 12

Model 13

Model 14

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

Estimate SE

24119.207
Model 15
Estimate SE

(Intercept)

22.197

3.218

27.009

3.325

30.637

3.685

30.015

4.063

30.154

4.373

Stimulus (n-1)

-0.019

0.081

-0.093

0.082

-0.093

0.082

-0.086

0.082

-0.088

0.082

-0.380

0.083

-0.433

0.085

-0.427

0.085

-0.423

0.085

-0.214

0.083

-0.214

0.085

-0.215

0.085

0.013

0.083

0.002

0.085

-0.017

0.083

Stimulus (n-2)
Stimulus (n-3)
Stimulus (n-4)
Stimulus (n-5)
Behavior (n-1)

0.099

0.019

Behavior (n-2)

0.090

0.018

0.089

0.019

0.087

0.019

0.086

0.019

0.106

0.018

0.104

0.018

0.103

0.019

0.101

0.019

0.032

0.018

0.030

0.019

0.027

0.019

0.015

0.019

0.014

0.019

0.022

0.018

Behavior (n-3)
Behavior (n-4)
Behavior (n-5)
AIC

24422.717

24281.751

24208.754

24153.043

24101.978

Dependent variable: the timing of eye reversal in the current trial.
Significant fixed effects are in bold (p < 0.05).
Model 15 (including stimulus and behavioral histories from n-1 to n-5: the colored area) is adopted based on the AIC.
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preventing large errors between
eye and target motion in unpredictable situations while compensating for the delay in inherent
visuomotor delays. To test the influence of stimulus and behavioral histories on predictive pursuit in the
unpredictable condition, we compared different combinations of linear mixed-effects models. As a result,
the model that incorporated the stimulus and behavioral histories up to last 5th trial was adopted, indicating
both histories have fixed effects on the predictive pursuit in the current trial (n). Significant fixed effects
were found for the stimulus history of the n-2 and n-3 trials (both estimates are negative values), and for
the behavioral history of the n-1 and n-2 trials (both estimates are positive values). The signs of these fixed
effects indicate that "the greater the target velocity in the previous trials" and "the greater the self's
predictive pursuit responses in the previous trials," the greater the predictive pursuit response in the current
trial, consistent with the results of previous studies that evaluated the history effect (Badler and Heinen
2006; Collins and Barnes 2009). Here, we discuss the underlying mechanisms involved in predictive pursuit
to future target motion with unpredictable velocity.
Similar to predictive tracking for target motion with randomized timing (Barnes and Collins 2011;
Collins and Barnes 2009), the history effects of previous trials on predictive pursuit was observed, and the
effect of each previous trial declined progressively as the trial retracted into the past. These similar results
suggest that predictive pursuit systems use a common strategy of weighted averaging of the information
from previous trials to track the randomized velocity and timing of target motion. Of the retinal and
extraretinal signals involved in smooth pursuit, the latter include the effects of volition, attention, and
expectation, as well as memory of the target and eye velocity (Leigh and Zee 2015). Extraretinal signals
can generate predictive pursuit that is inconsistent with visual feedback (retinal input) near the timing of
target reversal (Boman and Hotson 1992). According to a model of smooth pursuit described by previous
studies, a continual estimation of the timing is constructed by weighted averaging of stimulus history and
retained in a form of working memory to initiate predictive pursuit (Barnes and Collins 2011; Fukushima
et al. 2013). The memory of target velocity required for predictive pursuit can be held up to six variations
(Barnes and Schmid 2002; Collins and Barnes 2005) and can be retrained for 14 s (Chakraborti et al. 2002).
Given that it takes several trials for the predictive eye velocity to reach a saturation level (Barnes and
Schmid 2002; Chakraborti et al. 2002; Collins and Barnes 2005), storing and continuously averaging
information about the target velocity can be used to determine the scale of predictive pursuit to the
randomized velocity.
Our findings showed that not only the stimulus history but also the behavioral history influences
predictive pursuit to target motion with randomized velocity. For predictive pursuit to target motion with
randomized timing, the influence of stimulus history has been demonstrated by multiple regression analyses
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(Barnes and Collins 2011, 2015; Collins and Barnes 2009) and a node method in which the sequential effect
of the stimulus history is assesses by comparing the predictive pursuit responses sorted based on a
characteristic of previous trials (Heinen et al. 2005; de Hemptinne et al. 2010, 2013; Kowler et al. 1984).
Additionally, one of these studies has provided an evidence that predictive pursuit is influenced by the
stimulus history but not the behavioral history (Collins and Barnes 2009). On the other hand, there is a
study indicating that the onset of predictive pursuit is significantly influenced by the behavioral history but
not the stimulus history (Badler and Heinen 2006). From these studies, the influence of behavioral history
on predictive pursuit of randomly timed stimuli is ambiguous, but the following evidence may contribute
to explaining the influence of behavioral history on predictive pursuit to the randomized velocity in this
study. For example, although observers can generate predictive pursuit simply after observing a moving
target (Barnes et al. 1997, 2000), it has been demonstrated that the velocity of predictive pursuit is greater
after active pursuit than after passive observation (Burke and Barnes 2008b). Similar effects have been
observed in eye motion to perturbations of target motion, the eye velocity induced by perturbations is
greater when smooth pursuit was performed in previous trials than when it was not (Tabata et al. 2008).
Taken together, execution of smooth pursuit affects the velocity of smooth pursuit in subsequent trials,
which in turn may affect the control of predictive pursuit as the behavioral history. Intriguingly, while the
fixed effects of the stimulus history of the n-2 and n-3 trials were significant, that of the most recent trial
(n-1) were not. A similar result has been observed in predictive pursuit of randomly timed stimuli (Collins
and Barnes 2009). In contrast, the fixed effects of the behavioral history appeared to correspond to the
newness of the memory. Such a difference suggests that the information of sensory input (stimulus) and
motor output (behavior) in the past time sequences have partially different influences on predictive pursuit.
Although the stimulus and behavioral history are not completely distinct, it may be useful to consider
the differences in their influences on predictive pursuit from a neurophysiological perspective. The
supplementary eye field (SEF) is known to be involved in predictive pursuit (de Hemptinne et al. 2008;
Missal and Heinen 2004). Indeed, adding transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to the SEF at the timing
of target reversal increases eye velocity in the opposite direction, but adding TMS in the middle of the cycle
does not affect eye velocity (Gagnon et al. 2006). Since the SEF is directly projected from the DLPFC
(Wang et al. 2005), where the target information is likely to be stored in the form of working memory
(Burke and Barnes 2008a; Schmid et al. 2001), it is considered to be essential for the execution of predictive
pursuit based on the information obtained from previous trials. However, the SEF contains only a small
portion of the neurons directly involved in generating motor responses (Fukushima et al. 2004; Shichinohe
et al. 2009), indicating that the SEF plays a premotor role in predictive pursuit (de Hemptinne et al. 2008).
The FEF, the major output center of smooth pursuit, receives signals from the SEF and generates predictive
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pursuit (Fukushima et al. 2013; Leigh and Zee 2015). In addition, the FEF modulates the smooth pursuit
gain based on motor output in the past time sequences (Darlington et al. 2018). Altogether, the signal that
generates predictive pursuit based on the working memory input via the SEF may be modulated by gain
control based on behavioral history in the FEF.
In summary, our findings expand previous studies related to predictive pursuit. Predictive pursuit to
target motion with randomized velocity showed history effects of previous trials, similar to predictive
tracking for target motion with randomized timing (Barnes and Collins 2011, 2015; Collins and Barnes
2009). However, contrast to predictive pursuit of randomly timed stimuli, the influences of stimulus and
behavioral history were found in this study. These results suggest that predictive pursuit systems can track
the randomized velocity and timing of target motion using a common strategy of weighted averaging the
information from previous trials, but the sources of information are partially distinct.
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